Subject: Urgent request for clarification for manuscript number 2013_BJMMR_3380

Dear Dr. Jimmy T. Efird,

Thank you for submitting your valuable manuscript number 2013_BJMMR_3380 (Title: A Comparison of the Long-Term Survival of 306,868 Patients with Multi-Vessel Coronary Artery Disease undergoing CABG and PCI.). Our Initial Review and Screening Subcommittee (IRSS) found a similar publication:

Available at (http://content.onlinejacc.org/article.aspx?articleid=1665484).

As per our strict quality control policy we cannot consider any published paper for our journals (Our General editorial Policy states: Submission of a manuscript clearly indicates that: the study has not been published (partly or as a whole) before or is not under consideration for publication elsewhere (except as an abstract or as part of a published lecture or academic thesis)) (Link: http://www.sciencedomain.org/page.php?id=sd-general-editorial-policy).

Therefore, you are kindly requested to clarify this case at the earliest. Kindly inform us, if you have made any mistake during manuscript submission or not. If you have published this paper as only abstract in any conference, you need to adequately restructure the paper before submitting here to avoid any possible copyright or legal conflict.

If these papers (attached) are not same and there is no question of plagiarism, you need to certify the same in writing. After your certification other peer review formalities will be started.

Your fast reply will be highly appreciated.

Thanking you.
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